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the time-dependent Euler equations in irregular domains for
rectangular and cylindrical coordinates in two space dimensions
and for rectangular coordinates in three space dimensions. In
this IllcthmJ, the Iluid-body interface is represented 011 a regular
Cartesian grid in a volume-of-fluid manner. The basic integration scheme is an explicit two-step method. In the first step. a
higher-order Godullov method is used in which the fluid-body
boundary is "ignored." In the second step. a correction is
computed in the irregular celis, i,e., where the fluid-body
boundary intersects the mesh. A redistribution procedure is
lIsed in this step to maintain conservation while avoiding time
stcp restrictions arising rrom the small irregular cells. The single
grid integration scheme is coupled to an adaptive mesh refinel1Ient algorithm that selectively refines regions of the computational grid to achievc a desired level or accuracy whi Ie lllall1(<lining c(Hlscrvatioll. We present examples showing the results
of the combined Cartesian grid integration/adaptive mesh refinement algorithm for both two- and three-dimensional and
axisymmetric flows. The numerical results demonstrate that the
algorithm is an effective means of calculating inviscid compressible flows in domains with complicated geometric features.
Numerical results suggest that for smooth flows the method is
globally second-order accurate and first-order accurate at the
flu id-bod y bou ndary.
There are three general approaches for modeling fluid flows
of any lype in domains with irregular boundaries. The first
approach is to use body-flLted structured or block structured
grids 134, 33, 14, 9. 22. 61. Thompson el al. 163 J review the
state of the art in body-fitted grid methods through 1980. A
second approach is to LIse unstructured body-fitted grids of
triangular or tetrahedral cells [36, 35, 43, 44]. Mavriplis (46)
discusses some of the current issues regarding these methodologies.
A third appr·oach is to maintain a unirorm rectangular compu-

In this paper we describe an adaptive Cartesian grid method for
modeling time-dependent inviscid compressible flow in irregular
regions, In this approach a body is treated as an interface embedded
in a regular Cartesian mesh. The single grid algorithm uses an
unsplit second-order Godunov algorithm followed by a corrector
applied to celis at the boundary. The discretization near the fluidbody interface is based on a volume-of-fluid approach with a redistribution procedure to maintain conservation while avoiding time
step restrictions arising from small cells where the boundary intersects the mesh. The single grid Cartesian mesh integration scheme
is coupled to a conservative adaptive mesh refinement algorithm
that selectively refines regions of the computational grid to achieve
a desired level of accuracy. Examples showing the results of the
combined Cflrtesian grid integration/adaptive mesh refinement
algorithm for both two- and three-dimensional flows are
presented. :f:\ 1995 Academic p!CS~, Illc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The modeling of inviscid compressible flows in irregular
regions is often required in enginecring applications. In this
paper we present an adaptive Cartcsian grid method for solving
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FIG. I. Cartesian grid representation of geometry in a two-dimensional
computational cell. The fluid-body interface is denoted by the dashed line. In
the example shown, the boundary is approximated by a single line segment.

tational mesh and treat the geometric description as a specialized boundary embedded in the mesh (see Figs. 1 and 2). The
methods using this approach are generally called Cartesian grid
or Cartesian mesh methods. There are several reasons why
these methods are a useful alternative to body-fitted grid methods. They are generally implemented as an extension of an
existing scheme for regular domains on rectangular meshes.
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FIG. 2. Cartesian grid representation of geometry in a three-dimensional
computational cell. The fluid-body interface is the surface bounded by the
dotted line. In the example shown, the boundary is approximated by the nonplanar quadrilateral pqrs. The volume fraction is A = (volume under pqrs)/
(~x ~y ~z). In this particular example. the area fractions of the top, bottom,
left, right, front. and back faces are 0, 1, t!,!, and t respectively. The effective
surface normal is n = d - !. ~ - ~,O - l)/((~ - g)2 + (~ - W + (0 - 1)2)tl2.
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Therefore, implementation is a simpler task because there are
no metric tenns and the data structures are simpler. They also
avoid the difficulties that structured body-fitted grid schemes
have with interpolation [49]. Finally, the specification of the
geometric description needed by a Cartesian grid method is
theoretically easier than the generation of a body-fitted grid
[46. 69] because it involves only a set of cells of co-dimension
one with respect to the problem domain, i.e., the cells at the
fluid-body interface.
Cartesian grid methods were first used in the context of
solving the equations of transonic potential flow by Purvis and
Burkhalter [55]; see also [65, 37, 60, 68]. The use of these
methods to calculate steady compressible flows was first investigated by Clarke et al. [19]; see also [29, 28,27,49]. The solvers
described in these references are based on central-differencing
techniques. Zeeuw and Powell [69] discuss an adaptive steady
Euler solver which uses upwind differencing. Coirier and
Powell [20J performed accuracy and efficiency assessments of
the method in [69J, including a comparison of two ways of
handling the problem of arbitrarily small irregular cells: advancing the small cells at smaller time steps and cell merging of
smaller cells with full cells. They found that both methods were
globally second-order accurate and greater than first-order but
less than second-order in the irregular cells and that the cell
merging technique was more efficient without loss of accuracy.
If? this paper we consider an explicit Cartesian grid method
for the time-dependent Euler equations in irregular domains.
The major issues in designing such a method are how to maintain accuracy, stability, and conservation in the irregular cells
at the fluid-body interface while using a time step restricted
by CFL considerations using the regular cell size alone, and,
if applicable, how to couple the method to an adaptive mesh
refinement scheme. Noh [50] did early work in this area in
which he used both cell merging techniques and a redistribution
methodology similar to that in [15J only in the most general
terms. More recently, there has been additional work on developing Cartesian grid methods in two space dimensions. LeVeque [40, 41J and Berger and LeVeque [10] have developed
explicit methods which use the large time step approach developed by LeVeque [39] to overcome the small cell problem.
Berger and LeVeque [11, 12] have also studied approaches in
which the small cell problem is avoided by the use of a rotated
difference scheme in the cells cut by the fluid-body interface .
Both the large time step and the rotated difference schemes are
globally second-order and better than first-order but less than
second-order at the fluid-body interface. Chiang et al. [16] use
cell merging techniques to overcome the small cel1 problem.
Bayyuk et al. [2] adapt cell-merging techniques to a method
for moving and defonning bodies. Quirk [58, 56] also uses a
cell merging methodology which he has coupled to his variation
[57] of the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm of Berger and
Collelta [SJ, Results for this method suggest it is globally second-order accurate and first-order at the boundary. Two other
approaches for unsteady compressible flow are based on flux-
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vector splitting (Choi and Grossman [17]) and state-vector splitting (Oksiizoglu [52], Gooch and Okstizoglu [30]). Neither of
these approaches avoids the small cell problem; in other words,
the time step used by these methods is restricted by the size
of the small cells. The state-vector splitting approach, however,
is promising because it extends to the Navier-Stokes equations.
The method presented here uses a different approach for
handling irregular cells which is based on ideas previously
developed for shock tracking by Chern and Colella [15J and by
Bell, Colena, and Welcome [7]. In this approach the boundary is
viewed as a "tracked front" in a regular Cartesian grid with
the fluid dynamics at the boundary governed by the boundary
conditions of a stationary reflecting wall. The geometric description is specified by volume and area fractions for each
cell, i.e., the fraction of the volume of the cell that is inside
the flow and the fraction of the area of each face of the cell
that is inside the fluid. The basic integration scheme is an
explicit two-step method. In the first step, a reference state is
computed using fluxes generated by a higher-order Godunov
method in which the fluid-body boundary is "ignored." In this
second step, a correction is computed to the state in each irregular cell. A stable, but nonconservati ve, portion of this correction
is applied to the irregular cell. Conservation is then maintained
by a variation of the algebraic redistribution algorithm in [15]
which distributes the remainder of the correction to those regular and irregular cells which are immediate neighbors of the
irregular cell. The redistribution procedure allows the scheme
to use time steps computed from CFL considerations on the
uniform grid alone. The basic integration methodology for a
single grid is coupled to the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR)
algorithm of Ben et al. [3], which is an extension to three space
dimensions of the AMR algorithm of Berger and Colel1a [8].
The AMR algorithm is modified to enforce a consistent description of the geometry across levels of refinement and to account
for the additional transport of conserved quantities across
coarse-fine grid boundaries arising from redistribution. The
algorithm is formulated for rectangular coordinates in two and
three dimensions and cylindrical coordinates in two dimensions.
We now outline the remainder of the paper. In the next
section we discuss the basic Cartesian grid integration method
for embedded fluid-body boundaries. In Section 3, we describe
the coupling of the basic integration algorithm to the adaptive
mesh refinement algorithm of Bell et ai. [3]. Section 4 of the
paper presents numerical examples for both two- and threedimensional flows. Section 5 discusses conclusions, extensions
of the methodology, and further work in this area.
In this paper we do not consider detailed general approaches
for generating Cartesian grid descriptions of the fluid-body
interface. We note that the generation of the Cartesian grid
representation of a fluid-body interface has not been automated
in three dimensions to the same extent as the generation of
body-fitted grids, but progress is being made in this area (Melton
et ai. [47]). Procedures for the two-dimensional case are described in [2, 47, 58, 56, 69].

2. SINGLE GRID ALGORITHM

In this section we describe the basic Cartesian grid integration
algorithm. Although the methodology is applicable to other
hyperbolic systems of conservation laws, such as those arising
in magnetohydrodynamics, we restrict the discussion in this
paper to gas dynamics. The methodology has been developed
for Cartesian grids in two and three dimensions and for cylindrical coordinates in two dimensions. For clarity of exposition
we describe the method for the three-dimensional case. The
restriction to two dimensions is straightforward, and the modification for cylindrical coordinates is sketched in Section 2.7.
Hence, we want to solve
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In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the description of geometry used by the algorithm. An overview of the
single grid algorithm is then given, followed by a review of
the higher-order Godunov method [22, 61]. We then discuss
each of the steps in the single grid Cartesian mesh algorithm.
In discussing the algorithm in three dimensions, we assume a
uniform computational grid with cell widths Llx, Lly, and Llz
indexed by i,j, and k. The algorithm for cylindrical coordinates
is presented in Section 2.7.
Without the use of special data structures in the implementation of the algorithm, there are certain limitations on the complexity of the geometry. These limitations are discussed in
Sections 2.1, 2.4.1, and 2.6.1. The authors are working on
an implementation which overcomes these limitations; see the
discussion in Section 5.

2.1. Geometry: Terminology and Notation
The geometric description of the domain needed by the integration algorithm is provided by volume fractions and area
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fractions; see Figs. 1 and 2. The volume fraction Ai,j,k is the
fraction of the computational cell Il j ,),k that is inside the flow
domain. We let 6.{j,k denote the intersection of a computational
cell Il i•j .k with the fluid portion of the computational domain.
Then

Ai.).k

=

f~J,k dx dy dzl ax /)..y ~z.

(2.2)

Thus, A i ,J,1 equals 1 for cells completely inside the flow domain
("fluid" cells), 0 for cells completely outside the flow domain
("body" cells), and an appropriate fraction for cells which
have one or more faces that intersect the fluid-body interface
("mixed" cells). We also designate a cell with A = 1 with a
face aligning with the fluid-body interface as a mixed cell. The
area fractions ai+1I2,j,h ai.j+ 112,*, and ai.j.HI12 specify the fraction of
the area of each of the faces of each cell that lies on or inside
the flow domain (where i + ~, j, k refers to the face common
to cells Il i .j .b Il i +i.j,k, etc). Thus,

ai+112.j.k

= J(Od,,jf .•)n«(.r,:;,z):x=.r +
1

1n )

dy dz//)..y az,

(2.3)

t

where Xi+1/2 is the value of x at edge i + ai,j+1/2,k and ai.j,k+112
are defined similarly. By convention, the area fraction of a cell
face separating cells with volume fractions of 1 and 0 is O.
In a mixed cell, the geometric information required by the
integration algorithm also includes an effective surface normal
and an effective frontal area, i.e., the area of the surface formed
by the intersection of the fluid and the body in the cell. Expressions for both of these quantities in terms of area fractions can
be derived by integrating the gradient of a constant over the
portion of the cell inside the fluid and applying the divergence
theorem. For any constant <p we have

o=

f - V 4> dx dy dz = f
a{,j..1

r

and provides a consistent way of computing an effective nonnal
when the interface is not planar; in particular, the use of (2.4) is
essential for freestream preservation. See Fig. 2 for an example.
In practice, one does not directly use (2.2) and (2.3) to
compute volume and area fractions, but rather some approximation. In this paper, general approaches for generating the volume
fractions and area fractions are not considered, Some approaches we have employed under cenain restrictive conditions
are the following. In two dimensions, if the fluid-body interface
crosses the cell boundary in exactly two places on distinct
edges, we approximate the interface by the line segment defined
by these two endpoints (Fig. 1). In three dimensions, we have
used a similar approach. We assume that the intersection of
the fluid-body interface with the computational cell is a connected set (Fig. 2). We also assume that the intersection of the
boundary with any cell face is a connected planar region. Under
these assumptions, we can use linear approximations of the
intersections of the interface with each cell face, a nonplanar
quadrilateral representation ofthe fluid-body interface throughout the cell, and integrate to get the area and volume fractions.
Our current implementation has the requirement that a meaningful surface normal be defined in each computational cell,
and, consequently, it does not in general account for long thin
sections of body (Fig. 3f).

2.2. Single Grid Algorithm: Summary
The single grid method consists of the following five steps:
the computation of the cell edge fluxes F7tl1/iJ,b
G 7.t.t
and H?i.~~21/2' using a higher-order Godunov integration
algorithm for rectangular grids [22,61] which ignores the presence of irregular geometry. These are computed at all edges
of fluid as well as mixed cells, even if the cell edges lie partially
or wholly within the body.

(1)

I2
1I2.k,

(2) the computation of the reference state V~t(Jcf in all fluid
and mixed cells by

4>n dS.

d(aIJ,I)

In panicular, if rP = I. we obtain the following formula for
the unit surface normal n{j.k and the frontal area A{j.k in a
mixed cell:

1I+1.ref _

Vi.).k

-
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Qi,J.HI/2)k.

(2.4)

See Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional example. The above approach
is unnecessarily complicated for two space dimensions. However, in three dimensions, it is difficult, and perhaps not desirable, to describe the fluid-body interface on a rectangular mesh
as piecewise planar. The above expression for the surface normal reduces to the correct answer in the case of a planar interface
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Except for mixed cells and fluid cells that are immediate neighbors of mixed cells, we set vr.t( = V'l.tl'ref.
(1) the computation of an adjustment,
cells so that

U~+\

I,}.k

=

Uf?'tl.ref
I.}.k

oMi•J•b

k
+ A 8M"
A
A
A
i,j,kUX L.ly L.lZ
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in the mixed

(2.6)
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whereu,a(u) = af(u)/au,b(u) = ag(u)/au ER. Thequasilinear
form of (2.8) is then
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(2.9)

We assume a unifonn computational grid with cell widths Ax
and Ay indexed by i and). To advance the solution at time tn, we
use a time step At which satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) stability condition,

I f luid ~

/

au
ax

- + a(u)- + b(u)- = o.

(d)

(e)

'"

[22] on rectangular domains in the absence of irregular boundaries and its extension to three dimensions by Saltzman [61 J.
For the sake of brevity, we present the method for a scalar
conservation law in two dimensions, discu!\s extending the
method to three dimensions, and then we discuss the handling
of systems of equations. We do not consider here the issues of
fourth-order spatial slopes or additional numerical dissipation
mechanisms; see [21,25,611.
We first consider the method for a scalar conservation law
in two space variables,

/

id
A
. ( mm
. ( ~x-) , ( -~y-)) ,
ut=umm
j,j

(0

(e)

FIG. 3. Limits on geometric complexity. The geometry in (a) is not problematic. (b) is problematic with respect to the extended state formulation for
computing the reference state (Section 2.4) but not the thin-wall algorithm
(Section 104. L). (c) is disallowed because of the redistribution algorithm (Section
2.6). The redistribution algorithm may have difficulties with the geometries in
(d) and (e) (Section 2.6.1). In (f). a unique surface normal can be defined in
each cell only for the body on the right (Section 2.1).

a (Uj,j)

where u is a constant satisfying u
of four general steps:

<

b( Uj,j)

(2.10)

1. The algorithm consists

(1) the calculation of limited central difference approximations, Axu and Llyu in each cell i, j, where Axu/6.x and Ayu/ Ay
are approximations of au/ax and auf ay at cell centers.

the calculation of time-centered left and right states,
u?tNl,j,L and u~:iIL.R' at all x-cell faces and bottom and top states,
u'l,jJi72.B and u7.JJi72,T, at all y-cell faces. Since these values are
calculated using (2.9), i.e., the linearized characteristic form of
(2.8), we refer to this step as the characteristic tracing step.
(2)

is the correct and conservative but potentially unstable update
(because A j •j •k < 1) for u~tl.
(4) the computation of the preliminary stable but nonconservative update in the mixed cells by

the evaluation of numerical fluxes ntH?) and g7.jJi72 at
faces, respectively, using the solution of Riemann
problems. At each x-cell face, we solve the Riemann problem
defined by
(3)

x- and y-cell

U~I!I.p
l,j.k

= U,!,!I;ef + Ax8M"k
Ay Az.
I,J,

I.J,k

(2.7)

(5) the reestablishment of conservation by redistributing
the amount by which conservation is violated, (I - A j ,j,k)8M',J,J;>
in a mass-weighted manner to fluid and mixed cells among the
26 neighbors of the mixed cell Aj,j,k'

2.3. Review: Higher-Order Godunov Method
Before discussing the details of the single grid method, we
briefly review the higher order Godunov method of Colella

(2.11)
and the left and right states urNli,j.L and u'l:NL,R, evaluate that
solution at x/t = 0 to obtain Uitll/L, and compute fitNL =
f(ui:ll/L). At each y-cell edge, g;~;:W/2 is found in a similar
manner.
(4)

the computation of

u7.jl

by conservative differencing,
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n+1 _
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Step (4) is self-explanatory. The solution of the Riemann
problem in step (3) for a scalar conservation law is discussed
many places in the literature; for example, see LeVeque [42J.
Step (l) has the following details. Define £In-u, £lx.+u, and
Ax,eu by

(Llxu);.j is then given by

2.3.1. Review of Higher-Order Godunov Method: Extension
to Three Spatial Dimensions

(LlxU)i.J = min(I(Ax,cu),'.Ji, 21(Ll x.-U)i,jl, 21(Ll x,+U)i.jl)
X sgn«£lx,cu)i.j)

= 0,

if (Llx.-U)i,/£lx.+U)i,i > 0

(2.12)

otherwise.

Ayu is computed in a similar manner.
A summary of step (2) completes the description of the
method. Using Taylor's theorem, the differential equation, and
the values of Il x u we have

1/+112
Ui+1I2,J.1.
-_

n

Ui,j

(1 () -

+ PL 2'

(II») (I\.

III a Ui.]
Llx

where PR(w) = W if a(u?) < 0 and 0 otherwise, and where
(ag (u)/ay)i'+ I ,) is approximated in a manner similar to that above.
The expressions for U?:!?I2.D and u7.t.!'l!2.T are similar to those of
U7tl!Jl j ,L and urtHl,j.R'
From the above we see that the flux at an edge is dependent
on the values of u7,j in the six cells nearest the cell edge and
the values in additional cells which enter the central difference
approximations of the spatial derivatives. Setting dxu or Llyu
to zero adds dissipation to the method. Setting both to zero
results in a scheme that is a first-order version of Godunoy's
method that has comer coupling, so that it is stable for CFL
numbers up to 1.0.

'»)

UxU i.]

_ LlI (ag(u»)n
2
ay i.) '

We now consider the method for a scalar conservation law
in three space variables,

au + af(u) + fJg(u) + ah(u) = o.
at ax
ay
az

(2.14)

Saltzman [61] discusses the method in much greater detail.
The algorithm again consists of the same four general steps.
However, the tracing step is more complicated. We compute
u7:NLu, for example, by

112
U11+
i + 1/ 2,},k,L

_

-

n
+ pL
U1.j.k

(1'2 (1 -

») (£l

Lll a (/I
Llx
Ui,J,k

) )

xU i.j

where PL(W) = W if a(u?,j) > 0 and 0 otherwise. We refer to
the term (ag(u)/ay):~) as a "transverse derivative." We approximate (ag(u)/aY)~j by

where RPy(UB, ur) denotes the solution of the Riemann problem
defined by

(2.13)

and bottom and top states UB and UT evaluated at y/t = O. Similarly,

The transverse derivative terms are approximated as before,
i.e., by solving Riemann problems at the appropriate opposite
faces, evaluating g and h using those solutions, and differencing
the results in the appropriate manner. However! the two states
used in defining each Riemann problem must now be found by
using the characteristic tracing step from the two-dimensional
algorithm in order that the eight comer neighboring cells of
cell i, j, k are correctly coupled to the update of i, j , k. Hence,
for example, the value of u~:i/L.k.L depends on the values of
U;~j.k in the nine neighbors of i, j, k in the i-plane and the values
in additional cells which enter the approximations of the spatial
derivatives. In three dimensions, then, the flux at an edge is
dependent on the values of u7,j,k in the 18 cells nearest the cell
edge, plus the values in additional cells which enter the central
difference approximations of the spatia) derivatives. Setting
Ilxu, Llyu, or Llzu to zero adds dissipation to the method. Setting
all three to zero results in a scheme that is a first-order version
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of Godunov's method that has comer coupling so that it is
stable for CFL numbers up to 1.0.
2.3.2. Review of Higher-Order Godunov Method: Extension
to Systems

The issue of extending the higher-order Godunov method to
systems of equations is mostly one of extending the method to
a hyperbolic system of equations in one space variable. For the
details of extending the algorithm to systems, see the discussion
by Colella [22] and Saltzman [61], the detailed description
of the one-dimensional algorithm by Bel1\ Colella, and
Trangenstein [5], and the concise review of the one-dimensional
algorithm by Pember [54].
For the most part, any Riemann solver for systems can be
used in conjunction with the higher-order Godunov method
and the Cartesian grid method. Approximate Riemann solvers
are discussed many places in the literature, including [S, 24,
53, S9]. In our implementation for gas dynamics with a general
equation-of-state p = pep, e), we use a solver described in [23]
which is based on the techniques in [S].

2.4. Calculation of Numerical Fluxes and Reference State
In the first two steps of the Cartesian grid algorithm for a
single grid, we use the unsplit second-order Godunov integration algorithm for rectangular grids [22, 61] to compute fluxes
for U, and then we use those fluxes to calculate the reference
state U~;k.ref by
n+I,ref
U i,j.k

-

un
I.J.k

+ /lx
Ilt (F n +l /2
i-ll2.j.k -

6.t (c n+ 1I2
+ A~
i.j-1I2.k -

Fn+ll2)
i+1/2,j.k

Gn+ll2)
i,j+1I2,k

+ A6.t (Hn+l/2
i.j.k-112 uZ

where nbh(i, j, k) represents the set of the 26 neighboring cells
of ili,j,k' By definition we are guaranteed that at least one cell
in nbh(i, j, k) has nonzero A t,m,l1 so that (2.16) is defined.
2. We do not want the extended states to affect the estimates
of the spatial derivatives in the fluid and mixed cells, and we
do not want any additional body cells to require extrapolated
values. Therefore, any of the central difference approximations
IlxU//lx, llyV/lly, and IlzU/llz to the spatial derivatives au/ax,
au/ay, and au/az in a given cell are set to zero if the computation of that central difference uses values from a body cell.
3. The time step used to advance the solution is based on
a full cell CFL condition over the fluid cells, the mixed cells,
and the body cells which are immediate neighbors of mixed or
fluid cells. In calculating the stable time step, U~j.k is used in
the mixed and fluid cells, and U~.j~k is used in the body cells.
2.4.1. Geometry Limitations and "Thin-Wall" Algorithm

The current implementation of the algorithm described so
far requires that genuinely separate regions of the fluid (for
instance, in the case where a flat plate is embedded in the flow)
be separated in any direction by at least two computational
cells that are entirely contained in the body (see Figs. 3a,b).
This requirement is due to the construction of the extended
states. Because the central difference approximations to the
spatial derivatives are set to zero if any body cells are involved
in their computation, the extended states ultimately enter the
algorithm through the solution of Riemann problems. If necessary, then, we can reduce the minimum number of cells needed
to separate truly disjoint regions of the fluid to one by the
following approach.

Hn+1I2)

i,i,HI12'

(2.1S)

REFERENCE STATE CALCULATION: THIN-WALL ALGORITHM.

(1)

The higher-order Godunov algorithm is reviewed above in Section 2.3. We modify the higher-order Godunov method in three
main ways in order to use it to compute the reference state in
fluid and mixed cells in the Cartesian grid integration scheme:
1. We must be able to calculate the numerical fluxes
Gn+I/~
d H1!+I/)
d
t"
d 11
F 1!+1/2
i+ll2.j.kt
i.j+l/2.kt an
i.j,k+-1/2 at e ges separa mg mlxe ce s
from body cells in order to use (2.15) as an update in mixed
cells. The flux calculations at these edges require that meaningful values be defined in all body cells that are among the
immediate 26 neighbors of a mixed cell. We call these extrapolated values "extended states."
The extended states are found in the following way. In each
cell requiring an extended state, i.e., any body cell that is one
of the immediate 26 neighbors of some mixed cell, we define

U exl =
i.j.t

L

A1•m U 7.m.n
,II

(I.m,n)Enbh(l.j.k)
~

L..J
(/,m,l1)EnbhU.J.k)

A
l.m.n

(2.16)

Do not compute or use extended states.

(2) Use the higher order Godunov method to compute numerical fluxes as before, with the following change:
Set the solution of any Riemann problem at an edge separating a body cell from a mixed or fluid cell to be the value of
the edge state corr~sponding to the nun-budy cell.
(3)

Use (2.15) to compute the reference state.

We have found that the numerical solutions generated using
the extended state formulation of the scheme are generally
superior to those found using the thin-wall algorithm; hence,
this latter approach should be used only when the constraints
on the former are not satisfied.
Even if the thin-wall algorithm is employed, the current
implementation still requires that truly separate regions of the
flow be separated in any direction by at least one full body cell
(see Figs. 3b,c). The restriction is due to the redistribution
algorithm described below. See the discussion below in Section 2.6.
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2.4.2. Discussion of Choice of Reference State
There is no rigorous justification for our choice of reference
state. Our definition of reference state is motivated by three criteria:

the following conservative but potentially unstable update for
the state in ili.j.k:
U~",:I.*
!.}.k

In each mixed cell,

u~+I.ref
~
1.).1<

un,
as ilt ~ O.
I,j,k

(

(2.17)

un:

The components of U7.;l - U7,;,:,ref computed by the
method should be small compared to the
corresponding components of U?;rref - U~,j.k'

(2.18)

A
A
(F"+112
.uy.uz
ai-II2,j,k i-112.j,k

-

ai+112,j,k

A .. A ( G n+ l12
+ i.U.uZ
ai.j-1/2,k !.j-1I2,k + i.U
A •• A ( H " + 1 1 2
uy ai.j.k-112 i.j,k-1I2 -

(c) The solution in the irregular cells is influenced by the
wall and the solution in the neighboring fluid cells in a reasonable manner, regardless of cell size.
Condition (2.17b) disallows approaches such as defining the
reference state to be the average of the solution, or some intermediate update, in nearby fluid cells. Further, the seemingly
,ref = U?'j,k' is also disalreasonable alternative, namely.
lowed. This choice is the one used in the algorithm of Chern
and Colella [151 and satisfies (2.17 a), (2.17b). However, this
reference state naturally results in the computation of large
values of 8M in the mixed cells; recall the definition of 8M in
Section 2.2. Since only a fraction of the value of 8M in a mixed
cell can be included in the update to that cell, the values of the
solution in the mixed cell do not change as rapidly as they
should. The computed solution then has as an artifact that the
fluid-body boundary appears to be exerting drag on the flow,
and (2.17c) is not satisfied.
The method described in Section 2.4, on the other hand,
computes a reference state that is a reasonable update to the
solution in the mixed cells regardless of the volume fraction.
There are undoubtedly other ways to compute the reference
state so that (2.17) is satisfied. The method used here, however,
is easy to implement and appears to be a simple, natural choice.
From the above discussion, we see that an alternative way
to formulate (2.17c) is:

I.).k

I.j.k

(a) The overall method is freestream preserving, i.e., constant flows parallel to a surface are maintained.
(b)

Ilt
= un, + --ilx Ll)' ilz A.
F"+112 )
1+1I2.j,k

ai.j+1/2.k
ai,j,H1I2

Gn+112 )
i.j+1I2,k
H n +112

i.J.k+112

(2.19)

)

(F, G, H)j represents a numerical approximation of the flux
(F, G, H) at the fluid-body interface. (F, G, H)j is found by
evaluating (F, G, H) with the solution of a Riemann problem

at the fluid-body interface with left and right states given by
U~j.k and the state found by an odd reflection of the normal
and an even reflection of the other
velocity with respect to
state quantities. For the compressible Euler equations, the only
nonzero elements of eF, G, H)jare the pressure terms appearing
in the momentum flux elements of F, G, and H. We can then
define 8M,..j.k by

nL.k

~AA

-

Will i,).k -

A i,j,k i.U
A •• A
A (u n+ 1,* _ Un+ 1 ,ref)
.uy .uZ
i.j.k
i.j.k

~
( G n+ 1I2
+ L.U.uZ
ai.j-ll2,k i.j-ll2.k A

A

n+ 1I2
H i.j.k-1I2
+ L.U.uy (
ai.j.k-1I2
A •• A

-

(2.20)
a j+1/2,k
"

Gn+112 )
i.j+112.k

ai.j.H1I2

Hn+1I2

i.j.HI/2

)

To compute the term (F, G, H)jA{j,knL.k appearing in (2.20)
for the equations of gas dynamics, we proceed as follows. The
equation to be solved in order to determine the pressure at the
fluid body interface is

Numerical tests (see Section 4.2.3) suggest that the method
satisfies this condition.

(2.21)

2.S. Calculation of 8M
In this step we compute an adjustment, 8Mi•j •h in the mixed
cells so that
U~",:1.*
I.J.k

=

u~:l,ref
!,j,k

+

8M"k
I.j.
A..
Llx il) ' il Z
!.j.k

is the correct and conservative but potentially unstable update
for U?1,t.
To derive an expression for 8Mi,j,b in mixed cell i, j, k, we
first apply the divergence theorem to each mixed cell to obtain

where

F(U)

=

(pU;:p),
puE + up

n denotes the direction normal to the fluid-body boundary, u
is the velocity in that direction, E = e + M2, and p = pep, e).
To define the left and right states of the Riemann problem, we
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compute a~,j.k' the component of the velocity in cell i, j, k at
time step 11 in the direction normal to the fluid-body interface:
(2.22)
We also compute
(2.23)
The left and right states of the Riemann problem are then
defined in terms of p,
and e by

a,

(2.24)

The pressure at the fluid-boundary interface, P{j.l:' is found by
solving the Riemann problem defined by Eqs. (2.21)-(2.24).
(F, G, H)fA{pnL.k is then evaluated as

In order to maintain conservation, then, we must distribute (I Ai,j,k) 8Mi.},k onto the grid. In the general case for a moving
front [15, 7], we do this by decomposing these increments into
characteristic variables and distributing them to nearby cells in a
volume-weighted fashion. For the case of a stationary reflecting
wall, the redistribution procedure simplifies by not requiring a
characteristic-based approach; simply redistributing all of (1 Ai,j.k) 8M i,j,k into the mixed and fluid cells among the immediate
26 neighbors of the mixed cell is sufficient. In addition, through
numerical experiment, we have found that a mass-weighted
approach to redistribution is superior to the volume-weighted
approach of [15, 7] in the presence of strong shocks.
We first define U'l.i.r** in all mixed' cells and immediate
neighbors of mixed cells by

= Ui.N ·p if i,j, k is a mixed cell;

U~jJ**

(2.26)

= Ui.-;Jref if i,j, k is a fluid cell.
In all mixed cells we then define

o
dy dz

mflk

(ai-IIl,l,k -

ai+1/2,j,k)pL.k

Llx dz (ai.)-1/2,k -

Qi,j+lIU)pL,k

Lit dy (a .).1:-1I2

ai,),HI/2)PL,k

l

-

=

I.

(/.m,n)EnbhU.j.k)

p7.~.I~** A/m,n dx ay dz,

(2.27)

(2.25)

o
2.6. Preliminary Update and Redistribution
In the fourth and fifth steps of the single grid algorithm, the
values of 8M are used to obtain a stable but nonconservative
update in the mixed cells using (2,7); conservation is then
reestablished via the redistribution algorithm.
The preliminary update for the solution in mixed cell i, j, k
is given by (2.7), whereas the conservative update is (2.6).
Hence, the total amount of "mass" that should be in i, j, kin
order that conservation be maintained is

where p7.~.I~** is given by (2.26). The amount of "mass" to be
redistributed from the mixed cell t, m, n to the neighboring
mixed or fluid cell i, j, k is then
"mass" from I, m, n to i,j, k

_
-

n+I,**A
Pi,j,k

A

l,j,k

A

A

uX uy uZ

(1 -

A/m.n)

8M,. m•n

(2.28)

red
m/.m,n

The total amount of "mass" in cellI, m, n after redistribution,
A/,m," dx dy dzU7.!,'n, is then given by
Ai,j,k

dx dy dzU'l,N

whereas only

I.

(I - A/m,n) 8M/. m

,Il

(I.m."lEnbh(i.j ,k),AJ.m.n > O

is present after the preliminary update. (Throughout this discussion, the term "mass" refers to integrated values of the conserved quantities, i.e., mass, momentum, and energy rather than
density, momentum density, and energy density.) Multiplying
both (2.7) and (2.6) by A i,l,k dx dy dz and subtracting the
former from the latter, then, results in the amount of "mass"
lost by using (2.7):

mf~,n

Dividing both sides of this last expression by A i.J•k 1x dy dz,
we obtain the following expression for the final update to the
cells affected by redistribution,

I.

(I.m,n)Enbh(i,j,k)·J\,..n>o

(I - A/,m,") 8M/.m,"
mf~,n

(2.29)
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We note that the only cells affected by (2.29) are the mixed
cells and those fluid cells that are among the immediate 26
neighbors of at least one mixed cell.
The scaling of the volumes by pll+I,** in (2.27) and (2.29)
results in a redistribution scheme that is mass-weighted in contrast to the volume weighted scheme used by Bell et al. [7] for
shock tracking; i.e., replacing pn+l.** with" 1" in (2.27) and
(2.29) results in a volume-weighted redistribution scheme. As
noted above, the use of mass weighting in the Cartesian grid
integration scheme has so far been found to give superior numerical results. In implementing mass-weighted redistribution,
there are also a number of options as to which value of p to
use, among these P~j.k and p~,j,l.rcf. Through numerical experiments, we found that using pftl'** resulted in a more robust
scheme in the presence of strong shocks than the schemes
resulting from using either pi.}.k and p7,j,1.ref. We note that for a
more general system of hyperbolic equations mass-weighted
redistribution may not be a meaningful choice. In fact, even
for gas dynamics, there are other possibilities such as total
energy weighting.
The redistribution scheme discussed above is fully conservative because it is equivalent to modifying the cell edge fluxes
calculated in the higher order Godunov predictor step In a
manner that yields the same numerical results.

is straightforward. The treatment of cylindrical coordinates in
two dimensions introduces some additional issues. The discussion here will be restricted to the special case of gas dynamics.
For cylindrical coordinates, the basic second-order Godunov
integration scheme uses a volume coordinate form of the equations, namely,

at

av,

The restriction of the Cartesian grid integration technique
described above to rectangular coordinates in two dimensions

0

0,

dZ

(2.30)

where

u=

(:u),
pv

F(U) = (

pE

C(U)

+

~(U2

;:2 ),

puu
puE

+ up

;+u p ),

= ( pv'
puE

2.7. Cylindrical Coordinates

dr

o

2.6.1. Redistribution: Ceomet1}' Limitations and Stability
The current implementation of the redistribution algorithm
requires that genuinely separate regions of the fluid (again, for
instance, in the case where a flat plate is embedded in the flow)
be separated in any direction by at least one computational cell
that is fully contained in the solid body (see Figs. 3b,c). The
reason for this restriction is that in the current implementation
a mixed cell redistributes to all its neighbors even when they
are in truly distinct regions of the fluid. The algorithm also has
the requirement that every mixed cell have an adequate number
of fluid cells among its neighbors. Two possibly problematic
configurations are shown in Figs. 3d,e.
Chern and Colella [15] do not prove that the redistribution
algorithm is stable, and we are unable to provide a proof here.
We have used this algorithm not only for the results presented
in this paper in ·Section 4, but for other computations as well
[31, 45]. In doing so, we have not yet observed any stability
problems. A heuristic argument that the redistribution algorithm
is stable is simply that the algorithm avoids dividing by arbitrarily small cell widths or volumes; throughout the entire single
grid algorithm the only divisors are widths or volumes of full
fluid cells. Further, although redistribution moves mass into
mixed cells, the amount of that mass is roughly proportional
to the volume of the cell; hence, dividing that extra amount by
the cell volume in (2.29) should not be a problem.

~

au + aArF + (:) + ac =

+ up

+ v 2), p

= pep, e), u and u are the radial and
axial components of velocity,A r = r, and Vr = !r2. The rationale
for using this form of the equations is that it retains the higher
order discretization and that the discretization is free-stream
preserving; i.e., no pressure gradients are generated in a uniform
flow. The formulation of higher order Godunov methods for
the equations of gas dynamics in generalized volume coordinate
form is discussed in [21].
We now discuss the details of the single-grid a1gorithm specific to the implementation for cylindrical coordinates. We assume a uniform computational grid with cell widths Llr and Llz
indexed by i and j.

E

= e

2.7.1. Cylindrical Coordinates: Geomet1}'
Volume and area fractions are defined as in the case of
rectangular coordinates. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) of course
must be modified to account for the cylindrical coordinate
metric terms. In particular, the volume measure r dr dz must
be used in finding volume fractions and the area measures r
dz and r dr must be used for computing r- and z-face area
fractions, respectively.
The calculation of the surface normal in a mixed cell is
different from that in the case of rectangular coordinates. The
two-dimensional analogue of (2.4) cannot be used. We require
a new quantity which we call the rectangular-coordinate volume
fraction, Afj, defined by:
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At?} =

f//.,

2.7.3. Cylindrical Coordinates: Calculation of oM,
Preliminary Update. and Redistribution

dr dzldr dZ.

To derive an expression for the surface normal (n" n t ), we first
recall that by the divergence theorem

In the computation of 8Mi.) for mixed cells in cylindrical
coordinates, direct differencing of the pressure gradient in the
r direction is not appropriate. We instead need to account for
aplar in a volume-of-fluid manner. To derive an appropriate
expression accounting for apl ar in 8Mi.), we proceed as fo11ows.
For a mixed cell we rewrite aplar as

where dSy}, denotes the surface measure for rectangular coordinates. Letting 4> = r and noting that r dS.'C}, = dSrz , where dSr ..
is the surface measure in cylindrical coordinates, we obtain

(2.33)
Integrating the first tenn on the right of. (2.33) over the fluid
portion of the computational cell, we find

J2.,
lJ

aArP

:IV r dr dz =

U

+1/2

a i +1I2,jri +1I2

t1ZP~+1I2.j

r

Hence,

A{./nn n z) =

((ai-112fi-112 (ai.)-1/2 -

ai+ll2fi+1I2

ai.)+II2)!(rr+1/2 -

+ A£: dr) dz,

(2.31 )

rr-1I2)),

where Ai is the frontal area in the mixed cell and ri+ 1/2 is the
value of r at edge i + t
The quantity AX), is also used in computing 8M; see below.
2.7.2. Cylindrical Coordinates: Numerical Fluxes and
Reference State

where p?~NL and p?tNL are the pressures at I n+ 1I2 at r cell edges
found by the Godunov integrator, pC is the pressure at the
fluid-body interface found by the solution of the' reflecting wall
Riemann problem, and n, is the r-component of the surface
normal in (2.31). Integrating the second term on the right of
(2.33) over the fluid portion of the computational cell, we find

aAr

f t1;,] p -av, rdrdz = p. ·A-9· dr dz
I,)

The computation of the numerical fluxes and the reference
state in cylindrical coordinates follows the same steps as in
rectangular coordinates. First, a two-dimensional analogue of
(2.16) is used to compute an extended state in each body cell
that is one of the immediate eight neighbors of at least one
mixed cell. Equation (2.16) is formulated under the assumption
that all computational cells have the same volume. The form
of (2.16) used for cylindrical coordinates must account for the
cylindrical coordinate volume measure.
We then use the unsplit higher-order Godunov method to
compute numerical fluxes F?tNl j and p~tNL at all r-cell edges
and Gi.t~{72 at all z-cell edges. The reference state is then computed by conservative differencing of (2.30),
un+l.ref
I.)

In = un + t1t r.1-1/2 Fn+
1-112.)

r.

1+112

(l/2)(r1+112 -

I.J

Jlt (Gn+1I2l12
+ Jlz
l.r

n+ 1/2

dt Pi-1I2.)

J..1.r

(

,

where P is an as yet to be specified estimate of the average
pressure in the cell over the time step. Consequently, apl ar in
the r-momentum term of 8M is approximated as

(2.34)

We require that this expression results in the usual differencing
in a fluid cell, Le., when Ai?j = aj-I/2.) = ai+1/2.j = I and
A{j = 0, and that aplar = whenp is constant. We thus define
Pi.) by

°

Fn+l/2
,+1/2.)

r7-112)

_ Gn+1I2 )
1.)+112

(2.32)

+A

I.)

0.)

-

0

o

n+ 112

Pi+ il2.)

.

(2.35)
From (2.31), (2.34), and (2.35), we see that indeed apl dr = 0
when p is constant. The expression for apl ar thus maintains
the free-stream preservation property of the basic Cartesian
grid integration scheme.

ADAPTIVE CARTESIAN GRID METHOD

The expression for 8M i,j in cylindrical coordinates is defined,
then, by

+ Ilt (Ilz (ri-1/2 ai-II2 J F7!iJL -

+ !(rr+ll2 -

a

Yi+ll2 i+1/2,j

FrNH)

rT-ln)(ai,j-1I2G?j~(7? - ai,j+II1G~.N(72)
(2.36)
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hancements for which Fortran is ill-suited. [n our implementation, we use an object-oriented, hybrid C++ IFortran approach
in which most single grid operations are coded in Fortran while
the driver, overall data and memory management, sparse data
structures, inter-grid communications, etc., are coded in C+ +.
Further, we make extensive use of a C+ + library for many
basic grid manipulations. Crutchfield and Welcome [26J discuss
the implementation issues in more detail.

3.1. Adaptive Mesh Refinement: Review

where (Oplar)i,j is given by (2.34) and (2.35). The expression
(F, G )fAL,kn{J can be expanded as

The preliminary update and redistribution steps are twodimensional analogues of the steps in Section 2,6 in which
cylindrical coordinate volume measures are used instead of
rectangular measures.
3. COUPLING TO ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT

In this section we describe how the Cartesian grid integration
scheme is coupled to the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm
described by Bell et al. [3], which is an extension to three
space dimensions of the AMR algorithm of Berger and Colel1a
[8]. We briefly review the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm
and, in particular, those operations which must be modified in
order to incorporate the single grid Cartesian mesh algorithm
of Section 2. We then discuss the changes or additions needed
in order to incorporate the single mesh Cartesian grid algorithm.
AMR has been developed for both two dimensions, including
cylindrical coordinates, and three dimensions. For clarity of
exposition we will describe the method for the three-dimensional case. The restriction to two dimensions is straightforward. The extension of the basic AMR scheme to cylindrical
coordinates is discussed in Section 3.1.4. The extension of
AMR for cylindrical coordinates to a Cartesian grid setting
simply entails using cylindrical coordinate volume and area
measures in place of rectangular coordinate measures wherever applicable.
It is possible to implement the AMR algorithm with the
Cartesian grid modifications in Fortran. However, there are
many operations in AMR even without the Cartesian grid en-

The AMR algorithm uses a hierarchical grid structure which
changes dynamically and which is composed of grids of varying
resolution. The grid of coarsest resolution is referred to as the
level 0 grid. This grid by definition covers the entire problem
domain. There are also one or more additional levels of grid,
each finer than the rest. These finer levels of grid do not cover
the whole domain but only those regions where more resolution
is determined to be needed by a "grid generation" procedure
described below. The grid generation procedure is not just
performed at initialization but throughout the time stepping
process so that the grids can change dynamically in response
to the solution. The cell widths of an the grids at level L - I are
proportional by an even integer factor rL-l (called a •'refinement
ratio") to the cell widths at level L, i.e., AxL = IlxL- 1/rL-I, etc.
Further, each cell boundary of the level L - 1 cells coincides
with cell boundaries of level L cells. In other words, (rL_I)3
cells at level L coincide spatially with exactly one cell at level
L - 1; we refer to the coarse cell as an "underlying coarse
cell" and the fine cells as "overlying fine cells." Further, the
levels of grid are properly nested in that each cell in a buffer
of rL-l cells enclosing the grids at level L overlays a coarse
cell at level L - 1. The figures in [8,3] illustrate these concepts.
The generation of grids at level L, L;::::: 1 proceeds as follows.
At level L - 1, a cell tagging procedure identifies level
L - I cells which need to be refined. Two different cel1 tagging
criteria are used. One is to tag cells for which an error estimate
found by a Richardson extrapolation procedure exceeds some
user-defined tolerance. The other is to use additional, optional
user-defined error or cell tagging criteria; for example, it might
be desirable to refine in regions containing large density gradients. The tagged cells are then c1ustered into logically rectangular grids that are subdivided to form level L grids. For the sake
of grid efficiency, a certain percentage of untagged cells are
clustered with the tagged cells during this process. Once the
new level L grids are defined, the solution is defined in any
new level L cells that were added through the grid generation
process by conservatively interpolating the solution from level
L - 1. The procedure is then repeated for all finer levels of
resolution. Additional steps are taken to ensure proper nesting
during the grid generation process.
We now outline the procedure to advance the solution on
level L one level L time step of size Ilt from time t to time t +
at. This procedure is recursive with respect to refinement level.
Further details are given in [8, 31.
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ALGORITHM TO ADV ANCE SOLUTION ON LEVEL
TO f

1.
2.
t

+

+

Advance solution on each level L grid from time

(b)

Set boundary conditions needed to integrate grid
in one of three ways:
1.
Use physical boundary conditions, if applicable.
Otherwise, use data from level L grids, if
available.
Otherwise,
A.

Interpolate data in time on level L cells underlying the level L boundary
cells.

B.

Do conservative interpolation:
Interpolate the coarse cell data spatially
to get the values in the level L boundary
cells in a manner that maintains conservation.

Advance the solution on the grid from time t to
t + Ilf using the higher order Godunov method.

For}
(a)

4.

r to

Ilf.

iii.

+

rd

~

TLk:::;

11.

t

FROM TIME t

I :::; rL(i
n:::;

+ 1) - I, rJ:::; m ~ rL(j + 1)

TL(k

+ 1) - 1.

- 1,

(3.1)

If it is time to regrid, generate new grids at level L.

(a)

3.

L

Ilf.

=

I, rL

Advance the solution on level L
(J - 1) IltirL to t + } LlfirL

+

I from t

Fix up conservation between level L and level L

+

+ I at

Ilt in two ways:

(a)

(b)

Further, the center of level L cell i, j, k is the physical
location (x, y. z):

(x,)" z)

= ((i + 0.5) tlxb (j + 0.5) IlYL, (k + 0.5) LlzJ.

3.1.1. Averaging Down

After level L and level L + 1 grids have been advanced to
the same time, the solution in a level L cell that underlays level
L + 1 cells is replaced by the average of the overlying fine
grid solution as follows. We call this operation "averaging
down," for short. Let i, j, k denote the index of a coarse cell.
Let U L and U L+ 1 denote the level Land L + I solutions,
respectively. The averaging procedure is then given by

3.1.2. Conservative Interpolation

When setting boundary conditions for fine grids or when
defining the solution on newly formed fine grids, the adaptive
mesh refinement scheme uses conservative interpolation to define the solution in a fine grid cell when coarse grid data alone
is available. Suppose that 1, m, n is a fine grid cell at level L
with cell center (Xl, Ym, Zn). Let i,j, k be a coarse cell underlaying
l, m, n at level L - I with cell center Xl' Yj, Zk. Let U L - 1 and
V L denote the level L - 1 and L solutions, respectively.

Average the fine grid solution onto coarse grid
cells:
In level L cells that underlay level L + 1 cells,
(1) Define limited central difference approximations
replace the solution in the level L cell by the average.
of the solution in the overlying level L + I cells
Reflux:
In level L cells that share a cell edge with a fine
grid interface but do not actually underlay level to the spatial derivatives
L + 1 cells, replace the effect of the coarse grid
flux at the shared cell edge with the effect of the
fine grid fluxes.

Regridding (step I) is typically done every other time step, i.e.,
when J is even.
The modifications to the AMR methodology in order to
extend it to the Cartesian grid scheme involve the following
operations: averaging of fine grid data onto coarse grid cells,
conservative interpolation, and refluxing. We now quickly review these for both three dimensions and cylindrical coordinates; the restriction to two dimensions is straightforward.
In our discussion, we use the following conventions: The
map between the index space of level L and level L + 1 is
Level L cen i, j, k is covered by the (rIY level L
with indices 1, m, n satisfying the conditions

+ 1 cells

at Xi. }j, Zk of the coarse grid data using a procedure analogous
to (2.12).
(2)

Define the fine grid data by

+ (Ym

- )j)(ll yU L -I)i.j.kIIlYL-l

+ (Zn

- Zk)(llzUL-l)/.}.klllzL-l'

(3.3)

If there is no cell i, j, k at level M for which I, m, n satisfies
(3.1), the procedure is repeated recursively from the finest
level possible.
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3.1.3. Refluxing
After level L and level L + J grids have been advanced to
the same time, the solution in a level L cell that shares a cell
edge with a fine grid boundary, but does not actually underlay
any level L + I cells, must be modified in order to maintain
conservation. The modified s01ution is found by replacing the
effect of the coarse grid flux at the shared cell edge with the
effect of fine grid fluxes. The genera1 procedure for reftuxing
can be found in [8,3]. We explain one specific case and briefly
discuss how to generalize it.
Suppose coarse grid cell i, j, k at level L shares its right xcell face with a level L + I grid boundary. Let Ff+1/2.j.k denote
the flux at the right cell face of i,j, k used in the level L integration
step to update the solution in i, j, k from time t to t + Ilt. Let
Ub-Ie denote the solution In i,j, k after the coarse grid integration
step. Let FT~Mm.n' where /, m, n satisfy / = (rL + 1)i, rlj :5 m :5
fL(j + 1) - 1, and rLk ~ n ~ rL(k + 1) - 1, denote the flux used
in updating the level L + 1 solution in cellI, m, n from time t +
(1 - 1) Litlrt to t + 1 LitlrL • We can then define the ftuxcorrection
8FtjJ by

(3.4)

(2)

Define

vr and u f-

1

by

VT = !(r/ + ~ !:lrL)2 + (r, - ! !:lrL?)
vf- 1 = ¥(rj

+ t IlrL_I)2 + (rj - ! IlrL-I?)'

(3)

Define Ilvf- ' by

(4)

Define the fine grid solution in cell I, m by

(3.6)

3.2. Cartesian Grid Adaptive Mesh Refinement:
Summary
There are four modifications that are required to couple the
Cartesian grid integration method to the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm. (Throughout the discussion on these modifications, we assume the convention of mapping between the index
space of level L and level L + 1 described in (3.1) and the
accompanying text.)
(1) Volume and area fractions must be consistent across
levels of refinement. Specifically, averages of overlying fine
grid volume and area fractions must equal the corresponding
underlying coarse grid fractions.

The solution in cell i, j, k is then updated by

(3.5)

The update (3.5) is equivalent to repeating the integration of
the coarse cell using the sum of the fine grid fluxes to update
the cell instead of the coarse grid flux.
The reftuxing strategy at upper y- and z-faces is similar; at
tower faces, the order of subtraction in (3.4) must be reversed.
Sums of expressions of the form (3.4) are used to define of if
the coarse cell has more than one cell edge in common with
the fine grid boundaries.
3.1.4. Cylindrical Coordinates
The only modifications needed for averaging down and refluxing are that cylindrical coordinate volume and area measures need to be used in (3.2), (3.4), and (3.5).
The modification for conservative interpolation is slightly
more involved. The equations to compute the central difference
and (llzUL-1);j Ilz to the spatial
approximations (ll,UL-l)ij
derivatives aUliJr and aUlaz of the level L - 1 solution are
simply the two-dimensional analogues of (2.12). Equation (3.3),
however, must be replaced by the following procedure to ensure
that the interpolation is conservative:

ar

( 1) Let r" Zj and r" Z'" denote the centers of the coarse and
fine grid cells i, j and /, m, respectively.

(2) The algorithm to average fine grid data onto coarse grid
cells must correctly account for mixed cells. Specifically, the
following expression replaces (3.2):

(3.7)
where AL and AL+l denote the level Land L
fractions, respectively.

+

I volume

(3) Any central difference approximation used in conservative interpolation (3.3) is set to zero if the computation of that
central difference uses values from a body cell.
(4) The refluxing algorithm must be modified to account for
area fractions and augmenred by a re-redistribution algorithm
to account for the effects of redistribution across coarse-fine
grid boundaries.
Modifications (1), (2), and (3) are self-explanatory. Modification (4) is explained below. Note that the purpose of modifications (2) and (4) is to maintain conservation, and that modification (I) is necessary to ensure that (2) and (4) do so.
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The restriction of these modjfications to two dimensions is
straightforward. The extension of them to cylindrical coordinates simply involves using cylindrical coordinate volume and
area measures in place of the rectangular coordinate measures
wherever applicable.

3.3. Refluxing and Re-redistribution
Away from the embedded fluid-body boundary, the correction to the coarse grid solution due to coarse grid/fine grid
interactions consists of adding a flux correction of to the coarse
grid cells that border fine grids. This refluxing process is summarized above in Section 3.1.3.
In the vicinity of the intersection of the fluid-body interface
with a coarse grid/fine grid boundary, the refluxing algorithm
described in Section 3.1.3 must be replaced with a composite
refluxing/redistribution algorithm that makes corrections to the
solution in selected cells in order to maintain conservation. The
new algorithm is needed for the following reasons:

UL

I,j.k

5.

=

U~ .

1.1,k

oML.c-f

+ ~ ~yI.J.K~z .

(3.10)

If Ai,jok < I,

(a) Redistribute (l - Ai.j .k) 8Mt"Ikf to the coarse grid
neighbors of i, j, k using volume weighted versions of (2.27)
and (2.29).
(b) If a coarse grid neighbor I, m, n of i, j, k underlays
a level M cell, M ~ L + 1, distribute the "mass" of the
redistribution increment (1 - Ai,j.k) 8M Ui;! onto the level M
cell in a volume-weighted manner.
Step (1) is identical to the operation described in (3.4) and
the accompanying text with the modification that the cell areas
are weighted by the area fractions. For example, Eq. (3.4),
which computes the flux increment in the case that coarse grid
cell i, j, k at level L shares its right x-cell face with a level L it grid boundary, is modified to be

(1) to account for the effect of geometry on the flux increment 8F;
(2) to account for the additional transport of "mass" due
to redistribution across coarse-fine grid boundaries;

(3) to make corrections in a manner that is both stable
and conservative.

(Throughout this discussion, the term "mass" refers to integrated values ofthe conserved quantities, i.e., mass, momentum,
and energy rather than density, momentum density, and energy density.)
The composite refluxing/redistribution algorithm is applied
only to coarse cells which would normally be affected by refluxing and which also satisfy the condition:
(l)

The coarse cell is a mixed cell, or

(2) the coarse cell is a neighbor of a mixed coarse
cell underlaying the adjacent fine grid

(3.8)

The refluxing algorithm described in Section 3.1.3 is used for
all other coarse cells at coarse-fine grid boundaries.
The composite algorithm consists of the following steps in
an applicable coarse cell i, j, k on level L:

1. Compute a flux increment 8Fb.k to account for the transport of "mass" due to the difference between the level Land
the level L + 1 fluxes.
2. Compute a redistribution increment 8Rb.k to account for
the transport of "mass" due to redistribution across the level
Lilevel L + 1 grid boundaries.

3.

Define the coarse-fine grid correction, 8MUkf by
(3.9)

4. Add the stable portion of these increments to the level
L solution in ceJJ i, j, k, Uri.b by

(3. II )

( ~t

L+I
A
A
rL a/-Ul,m.n L.lYL+1 L.lZL+1

L+lj) ,

F r- 1/2 ,m,n

where a L and aL+ I denote area fractions at level Land L + I,
respectively. Steps (3) and (4) are self-explanatory. Steps (2)
and (5) are described below.

3.3 .1. Computation of DR
Additional corrections to maintain conservation when the
fluid-body boundary crosses a coarse-fine boundary are needed
because redistribution provides an additional mechanism for
numerical transport across a coarse-fine boundary.
To describe this mechanism, we divide the fine cells at a
coarse-fine grid interface into two groups: the fine interior
cells, i.e., the cells at the grid boundary in the interior of the
grid, and the fine exterior cells, i.e., the cells in the boundary
region of the grid at the grid boundary. We also divide the
coarse cells into two groups: the coarse interior cel1s, i.e., the
coarse cells underlaying the fine interior cells, and the coarse
exterior cells, i.e., the cells underlaying the fine exterior cells.
We label these four groups of cells (b), (c), (a), and (d), respectively, for ease of reference; see Fig. 4.
As the level L grids advance, mixed cells in the coarse
exterior region (region (a») redistribute mass into the coarse
interior region (region (d», and mixed cells in the interior
region redistribute into the exterior region. Similarly, as the
level L + 1 grids advance, mixed cells in the fine exterior
region (region (c» redistribute mass into the fine interior region
(region (b», and mixed cells in the interior region rerdistribute
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~

coarse/fine grid interface

,-e-I
coarse

a/

~

a

cells
containing
solution

~

b
4E-- fine
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~

I

grid
boundary
cells

solution

body

I

fine~

/

cells
containing

,

fluid
~

J

c

j
~
c

/

d

1\
~underlying

~

coarse
cells

FIG. 4. Categoriz.ation of coarse and fine cells ncar the intersection of a
coarse-fine grid boundary with the fluid-body boundary. The coarse and fine
ce\h at the top of the figure contain the best repre~entation of the numerical
solution. The cells in regions (a), (b), (c), and (d) are labeled.

into the exterior region. After the coarse (level L) and the fine
(level L + 1) grids have been advanced to the same time, the
only effects of redistribution that should be present in the solution (in order that conservation be maintained) in the cells at the
coarse-fine interface are those that resulted from redistribution
from the fine interior cells into the fine exterior cells (i.e., from
region (b) into region (c») and from redistribution from the
coarse exterior cells into the coarse interior cells (i.e., from
region (a) into region (d». However, these effects have been
lost and must be recovered from the following reasons. The
effect due to redistribution from fine interior cells into the fine
exterior cells is lost because the tine exterior cells are only in
the fine grid boundary region; the coarse grid cells (region (a»
contain the actual solution. The coarse interactions have been
lost because the values on the coarse interior cells (region (d»
have been redefined by averaging the values of the overlying
fine interior cells (region (b». In addition, the effects of redistribution from the fine exterior cells (region (c») into the fine
interior cells (region (b» and from the coarse interior cells
(region (d» into the coarse exterior cells (region (a» are present
in the solution and must be removed. These effects are present
simply because the redistribution algorithm (2.27) and (2.29)
applies to cells in the boundary region of the grid as well as
in the interior of the grid.
In summary, there are four basic coarse-fine re-redistribution
quantities that must be computed:

8Rt+l' This represents the sum of the values redistributed
into the fine interior ce1ls from the fine exterior cells over a
single level L time step. Their effect is present, but unwanted
in the solution, and must be removed.

SRt. This represents the values redistributed from the coarse
exterior cells into the coarse interior cells over a single level
L time step. Their effect is lost when the coarse values are

redefined by averaging the overlying fine values and must be recovered.

8Rf+l' This represents the sum of the values redistributed
from the fine interior cells into the fine exterior cells over a
single level L time step. Their effect must be recovered because
the solution in the boundary region is represented by the solution
on the underlying coarse exterior cells.

8R I. This represents the redistribution values from the coarse
interior cells to the coarse exterior cells over a single level L
time step. Their effect is present, but unwanted in the solution,
and must be removed.
We actually associate all four of the above corrections with
the coarse exterior cells. Specifically, we associate oR t and
8Rt+l with the coarse exterior cell from which the redistribution
values come and the coarse exterior cell that underlays the fine
exterior cells from which the values come, respectively. Further,
we associate ORI and 8RI+l with the coarse exterior cell that
receives values and the coarse exterior cell that underlays the
fine cells that receive them, respectively. In other words, all
four corrections are associated with the appropriate cells i, j,
k in region (a), satisfying (3.8). We define 8Rb.k by
(3.12)
Equations (3.13)-(3.16) below define the four components
of oRb,k' The following terms and notation, along with Fig. 4,
facilitate these definitions:
8M~',:J,'J(:5f ..«~~" This is the amount of "mass" redistributed
from level L mixed cell j , ~, ':J[ to level L cell ~, J1A., N while
advancing the level L solution one level L time step from t to
t + 111 as computed by (2.28).

8Mj-:id:5£ ..«..JI' This is the amount of "mass" redistributed
from level L + 1 mixed cell !J, :;, 'J{ to level L + 1 cell ~,
At, N while advancing the level L + I solution one level L +
1 time step from 1 + (J - 1) l1tlrL to 1 + J I1tlrL as computed
by (2.28).
(a-d}~.j.:J(' This is the set of level L cells 5£, M, N in region
(d) to which "mass" is redistributed from level L mixed cell
.<J, :J, 'J{ in region (a):

(a-d)g,j,x

= nbh(!J, J, c:J{)
n {(~, M, K): (5£, M,.N') E

(d) and A!£..«,"~·

> O}.

(d-a}~.J.~C. This is the set of level L mixed cells 5£, .M, N in
region (d) which redistribute "mass" to level L cell J, J, 'J{
in region (a):

(d-a)J-j.x

= nbh(!J> , J, 'J£)
n {(5£, M, N) : (5£, M, N) E
and 0

<

A!£ ..«.x

< I}.

(d)
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(b-C)3J,.X. This is the set of level L + 1 mixed cells 5£, At,
N in region (b) which redistribute "mass" to level L + 1 cells
in region (c) overlaying level L cell !P, :/, ':Ie in region (a):

(
r

(b-c)~'::J.:x =

{(5£, At, N) : «5£, At, N) E (b)
and 0

(8RZ+')i,j,k

nbh(~,

(3. J 5)

8M ttU.•, ).

(3.16)

2:

J= I (I,m,n)E(b-c)1.;:1

22, m): «~,~, m)

(

overlays (!J,:;, '?iO

2:

(l,J.K)Enbh(l,m,lI)n (b-c)::;:1

and Aq},~. !1t > O)}.

3.3.2. Redistribution of oMtf;f

(b-c )~~j.x. This is the set of level L + 1 cells ;t, .AIt, N in
region (c) overlaying level Lcell!P,:/, in region (a) to which
mass is redistributed from level L + 1 mixed cells in region (b):

ex

(b-cWj,:x

8ML+1.J)
l,m,II;/,J.K

L

=L

< A!£..!,t.J{ < 1 and

(SE,.AIt, N) E

"'"
L.J
(1,J.K)Enbh(l,m.lI)n(C -b)1.j~1

= {(.:e, At, N): «~, At, N) overlays (.<f,:/, 'j{) and

If A',j,k < 1, we must redistribute (1 - A i•j •k ) 8MUk-f to the
level L neighbors of i, j, k using volume weighted versions of
(2.27) and (2.29) as follows. We define

mfj~k

= level

2:

AI,m,n

L1x L1y L1z.

(3.17)

L cclts(/.m,n)Enbh(i.j.k)

A!f...A(,J{ > 0 and
(~,.,tt, N) E

and 0 <

nbh(<27>, 91, ffi): «<27>, 22, 0't) E (b)

Aq}'<:l,C][

< l))}.

Then, for all coarse cells (l, m, n) E nbh(i, j, k), the value of
UI.~,ln is modified by

U n+ 1

This is the set of level L + 1 mixed cells 5£, .Att,
N in region (c) which overlay!P,:p, 'j{ in region (a) and which
redistribute "mass" to level L + 1 cells in region (b):
(c-b):1~j,X.

(c-hWJ.x

=

{(;t, M, N): «;t,.AIt, N) overlays (9),:p, '?iO

I,m,n

=

.. ) 8MLI .j,}
.,c-j
Un+1 + ( 1 - A I,J,k
l,m ,1I

Further, if any of the level L cells I, m, n underlays a level M
cell I, J, K, M > L, we modify the level M solution in I, J, K by

and 0 < A!£..«,F < I)}.

Un+1 _ U n+ 1
(c-b )~j.J,~{. This is the set of level L

+ (J

U.K

- A

) 8M L,c-j

i.j.k
Ted
mi.).}

i,f,k

(3.19)

'

in other words, llsing the same equation as (3.18). The same
expressions are used because the total amount of mass redistributed to a cell !J, :f, J{ on level ;£, 5£ = L or M, with volume
fraction As-,J,x is

(c-bWj.x = {(5£, At, N): «5£, At, X) E (b)

and A;;;..u,.x > 0

(5£, At, N) E nbh(<27>, 22, ffi): «<27>, 22, ffi)

A

overlays (.1>,1, 'J {)
and 0

I,J,K -

+ 1 cells 5£, .AIt, .N in

region (b) to which mass is redistributed by mixed cells in
region (c) which overlay !P. J, 'J{ in region (a):

(3.18)

red'

mi,j,k

< A~.:l.m < 1))}.

Using the forgoing terminology, we can now define the four
components of oRb.k in (3.12) as

j,9','X

L1x L1
!£

Y!£

L1

Z!E

L ,c-j
( 1 - A i,j,k) L1M i,j,k
.
red
nli.),k

'

the update to the solution U is found by dividing this expression
by As.pc Llx::e ~Y:£ ~Z!f'
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

(oR')
" =
l. 1.,.1<

"'"
L.J

8M L1,;,Ic;I,m .n

(3.13)

oMrm.n;I·,j,k

(3.14)

(l.m,n)E(a- d).'J ,k

(ORf.)i,j.lc

2:

=

(l.m,n)E(d-a),.),.
'L

(8Rt+l)i,).k =

2:

2:

J= I (J,m,n)E(c-b):~l

In this section we present several numerical examples showing the combined Cartesian grid integration/adaptive mesh refinement algorithm. Except as noted, the results were all obtained using the extended state formulation of the integrator and
mass-weighted redistribution. In all the examples, we assume a
polytropic gas with 'Y = lA, the computational cells are square,
and the CFL number is 0.9.
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step were used, one over the entire domain and the other over
the cells at the fluid-body interface:

wall error

=

L

IUl.j -

uf,jlAj,j ~x,

Aj,j>O,.l,.JEbndry

FIG. 5. Density contours from the computation of a Prandtl-Meyer expansion wave resulting from a Mach 1.2 flow turning through an angle of 30°.

4.1. Prandtl-Meyer Expansion
The first example is the calculation of the Prandtl-Meyer
expansion wave resulting from a Mach 1.2 flow turning through
an angle of 30°. The initial conditions of the calculation are
the exact solution. The calculation is terminated when an approximate numerical steady state is reached. Figure 5 shows a
contour plot of the density at late time for a uniform 160 X
80 grid; Fig. 6 displays the density in the mixed cells, i.e., the
density profile along the fluid-body interface. We performed
a convergence study of the algorithm using this problem by
doing calculations on 80 X 40, 160 X 80, and 320 X 160 grids
that were run until an approximate numerical steady state was
reached, i.e., for 250, 500, and 1000 time steps, respectively.
Two Ll measures of the error in the solution at the final time

rho

'SciO
IA~

lAO
1.35
I.JO
1.25

1.15
1.10

0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
o.~

0.45

OAO

J

0.35 "=----I.---'----------'----'-------'----------"-_ _-l-~x 10.3
200.00
300.00
400.00
500.00
600.00
700.00
800.00

FIG. 6. Density profile along the fluid/body interface for the computed
flow displayed in Fig. 5.

where uf' and u' are the exact and the computed solutions,
respectively. The error measures are tabulated in Table I for
two quantities, loglo pI pY, a quantity which is proportional to
entropy and stagnation enthalpy, both of which are uniform
constants for the flow under consideration. The errors shown
in Table I have been divided by the exact values of these
two quantities. Under the assumption that the errors can be
expressed asA ~XI, the exponent q in hq is computed by comparing the errors for successive grid resolutions and tabulated. The
results for entropy suggest that the algorithm is second-order
accurate away from the fluid-body interface and first-order
accurate at the interface, although the results for stagnation
enthalpy are less favorable.

4.2. Unsteady Shock Reflection
The second example is the calculation of an unsteady shock
reflection resulting from a Mach 10 planar shock impinging on
a ramp inclined at a 30° angle to the direction in which the
shock propagates. This problem has been studied extensively;
see, for example, [66]. For the sake of discussion the pre-shock
values of density and pressure are Po = 1.4 and Po = 1.
This problem offers an opportunity to compare the results
of the Cartesian grid algorithm with the results of a "bodyfitted" grid method for which the body-fitted grid is quite
simple, namely, a rectangular grid in which the ramp is aligned
with the lower boundary of the problem domain, The higher
order Godunov method [22] cOl:lpled with AMR [3] is used as
the body-fitted grid method. In this approach, second-order
reflecting wall boundary conditions are used to model the ramp.
We note that startup errors are present in either approach.
These arise because the numerical traveling wave representation
of the incident shock takes several time steps to develop. The
occurrence of startup error in numerical solutions of this problem using shock-capturing methods is well documented 166,
22]. The only way to eliminate the startup error is to reinitialize
the postshock state after the traveling wave has developed. We
have chosen not to do this in the interest of providing an
unbiased comparison.
We examine the results of three sets of calculations. We use
the first set to qualitatively compare the Cartesian grid method
with the body-fitted grid method (Section 4.2.1), In the
Cartesian grid calculation, the incident shock is parallel to the
vertical axis while the ramp is modeled as an inclined wall. In
the body-fitted grid calculation, the shock is inclined at 30° to
the lower boundary. The second set of calculations is used for
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TABLE I
Results of Convergence Study for Prandtl-Meyer Expansion Test Problem
10gIO p/pY

Stagnation enthalpy

Grid

Error

q

Wall error

q

Error

q

Wall error

q

80 X 40
160 X 80
320 X 160

0.00154
0.00042
0.00010

1.87
2.07

0.0233
0,0\08
0.0049

1. 1 I
1.14

2.22e-4
8,05e-5
2,70e-5

1.46
1.57

0.00314
0.00193
0.00124

0 .70
0.63

a more detailed comparison of the two methods (Section 4.2.2).
In these calculations, the ramp is parallel to the bottom boundary
(Fig. 10), and modeled either with reflecting wall boundary
conditions or as a Cartesian grid boundary. One final calculation
(Section 4.2.2) is used for examining the size of 8M in support
of the heuristic arguments in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.6.1.

4.2.1. Qualitative Comparison
We now compare results for the unsteady shock reflection
problem generated by the Cartesian grid method and by the
method of [22, 3], Figure 7 shows density contours of the
solution obtained using the adaptive Cartesian grid algorithm.
The domain is 3.0 units X 2.5 units, the initial shock position
is 0.3 units from the left boundary, and the time displayed is
t = 0.21. The body-fitted grid results at the same time are
displayed in Fig. 8. In the second calculation the ramp is represented by a reflecting wall boundary at the bottom of the domain
and the planar shock initially intersects that boundary at a
30° angle; outflow boundary conditions are used at the lower
boundary upstream of the initial shock position. Each calcula-

FIG. 7. Density contours from a computation ofaMach 10 shock impinging
on a 300 ramp.

tion uses the same size coarse level cells and the same refinement ratios in building two levels of successively finer cells,
so that the effective resolution of the two calculations is the
same at each level of refinement. The two calculations can
serve, then, as a qualitative comparison of the Cartesian grid
method with an body-fitted grid method; a quantitative comparison is inappropriate, however, because of the different representation of the lower boundary upstream of the initial shock
position. The base grid for the first calculation is 60 X 50 with
an effective resolution of 960 X 800 at the finest level; for the
second calculation, the grid is 70 X 20 at the coarsest level
and effectively 1120 X 320 at the finest. The grid locations at
all three levels are shown as boxes. In each figure, 30 density
contours are shown. The values of density in Fig. 7 range from
Po to 15 .SPo just inside the reflected shock at the beginning of
the ramp; in Fig. 8, they range from to Po to 16.0Po. The results
of the Cartesian grid calculation compare favorably with the
results of the other calculation. The solution shown in Fig. 8,
however, does show better resolution of the flow near the ramp
in the vicinity of the Mach stem and the slip line.
Figure 9 shows results at a slightly earlier time for the same
problem obtained using the thin-wall algorithm formulation
(Section 2.4.1) of the integrator. The calculation uses the same
gridding strategy as the Cartesian grid calculation described in
the previous paragraph. The results are nearly identical to those
displayed in Fig. 7 except in the vicinity of the leading edge
of the wall jet. In this region, the results shown in Fig. 7 are
a better match to the results in Fig. 8 than those in Fig. 9. In
particular, the results obtained with the thin-wall algorithm
show a numerical artifact of the fluid-body boundary exerting
drag on the wall jet.

FIG. 8. Density contours from a higher order Godunov/ AMR computation
for the flow displayed in Fig. 7.
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FIG. 9. Density contours from a computation of a Mach 10 shuck impinging
on a 30° ramp using the thin-waH algorithm.

calculations, the cells along the ramp have volume fractions
of 0.75 and 0.5, respectively, on the 96 X 24 and 192 X
48 grids. These two sets of calculations therefore allow us
to do a comparative convergence study because the cells in
the grids from the reflecting wall set of runs can be mapped
with the cells from the Cartesian grid set of runs in a 1-1
fashion. We are interested in particular in the difference
between representing the bottom boundary as a reflecting
wall and as mixed or body cells. For the sake of discussion
the domain is 3.2 by 0.8 units, the initial shock location is
at 0.2, and the preshock values of density and pressure are
1.4 and 1. The numerical solutions discussed in the next
paragraph are at t = 0.21.
We use results from a higher resolution calculation on a
768 X 192 grid with a reflecting wall boundary condition at
the lower boundary to compute errors for the two sets of calculations described in the previous paragraph. By considering the
average of the results from the 768 X 192 grid onto a coarser
grid as the' 'exact" solution, we can calculate L, errors for the
two sets of calculations on the entire domain and on the lower
boundary. We define ei,) = lUi,) - uf.jl, where u f and UC are the
exact and computed solutions. We then define the measure of
error for the entire domain by

4.2.2. Quantitative Comparison

A detailed comparison of the two simulations above is inappropriate because it was necessary to use different boundary
conditions on the lower boundary to the left of the initial shock
position in the two calculations. We therefore present results
from two additional sets of calculations of the same shock
reflection problem. In both sets of calculations, the ramp is
parallel to the bottom boundary as in the example shown in
Fig, 8. An additional fluid-body boundary that is parallel to
the direction of shock propagation intersects the ramp at the
same location where the planar shock initially intersects the
ramp; see Fig. 10. (This same arrangement was used for the
shock ramp calculation discussed in [221.) This additional interface is also represented in a Cartesian grid formulation. We
note that its presence does not significantly affect OUf error
analysis because this boundary is parane] to the direction of
shock propagation and upstream from the initial position of the
incident shock; hence, its only effect is to guide the flow into
the bottom boundary.
In the first set of calculations, the ramp itself is aligned
with the lower boundary of the domain and is repres.ented
with second-order reflecting wall boundary conditions. In the
second set, the ramp is a fixed distance above the bottom
boundary and hence is represented as volume and area
fractions in the Cartesian grid algorithm formulation. The
distance is chosen so that on a 384 X 96 grid, there is
exactly one row of cells with zero volume fraction along
the lower boundary; i.e., the volume fraction of the cells
adjacent to the ramp is I. Both sets of calculations use 96
X 24, 192 X 48, and 384 X 96 grids. In the Cartesian grid

"L.J e,.A·,
I.)
I.) Ax ~y

L I -

A >0

=-_ _ __

_,-::
.J

"A
. . Ax A)' '
L.J
'.J

A'J>O

and for the subset of the domain consisting of the cells along
the lower boundary of the fluid domain by

FIG. 10. Density contours from two computations of a Mach to shock
impinging on a 30° ramp. The ramp is at the bottom boundary . The ramp is
treated as a reflecting wall in the calculation lhat produced the upper plOl and
as a Cartesian grid fluid/body interface in the calculation that produced the
bottom plot.
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TABLE II
Results of Convergence Study for Unsteady Shock
Reflection Problem: Total Error
Body-fitted grid

Cartesian grid

Grid

Ll

q

Ll

q

96 X 24
192 X 48
384 X 96

0.2859
0.1408
0.0657

1.02
1.09

0.4950
0.1543
0.0760

1.68
1.02

2.8 and 2.9 are more poorly approximated in the body-fitted
grid results. We also see the forward skewing of the Mach stem
in the Cartesian grid results.
The representation of the geometry we used in this section
truly is a simple rotation of the Cartesian grid representation
used in the previous section, and some additional comparison
of results is possible. In ·Fig. 12, we plot the density and the
pressure along the ramp for the 768 X ] 92 case and the
Cartesian grid calculation in Section 4.2.1, which has an effecti ve resolution of 960 X 800 on a 3-unit by 2.S-unit domain.
The Cartesian grid results compare favorably with the bodyfitted grid results. There is some oscillation in the Cartesian
2.15 and 2.7. Further,
grid results at the local extrema at x
even with the increased resolution the local extrema at x =
2.15, 2.6, and 2.7 are still underresolved, and the positions of
the extrema at 2.6 and 2.7 lag those in the reflecting wall case.
The dip in the 768 X 192 results atx = 1.7 is due to startup error.

=

where bndry is the set of the bottommost row of cells containing
fluid and/or mixed cells. Tables II and III display the values
of these two errors for the quantity p for the two sets of calculations. Assuming the errors can be expressed as ALlXl, the exponent q in h q is computed by comparing the errors for successive
grid resolutions and tabulated.
Because of the shocks present in the solution, we see only
approximately first-order convergence in the LI norm for both
the reflecting wall and the Cartesian grid representations of the
ramp. The Cartesian grid calculations do produce larger errors
than the reflecting wall calculations. The difference in the errors
between the two approaches is not that large. However, we
note that the bulk of the error incurred by either approach is
in the vicinity of the incident and reflected shocks, the Mach
stem, and the slip line, and not at the ramp.
Density contours for both methods on a 384 X 96 grid are
shown in Fig. 10. The most notable difference in the numerical
results is right in the vicinity of the intersection of the Mach
stem with the ramp. We see in the Cartesian grid calculation
that the Mach stem is skewed forward with respect to the Mach
stem in the reflecting wall case. We also see that the leading
edge of the wall jet exhibits the same skewing. Plots of the
density and the pressure along the ramp for both 192 X 48
grid computations are displayed in Fig. 1 I. The results for the
768 X 192 case are also shown for comparison. We note that
the magnitudes of the local extrema of density and pressure at
x
0, 2.15, 2.6, and 2.7 are poorly approximated in the
Cartesian grid results. Curiously, the positions of the peaks at

=

TABLE III
Results of Convergence Study for Unsteady Shock
Reflection Problem: Error at Lower Boundary
Body-fitted grid
Grid
96 X 24
192 X 48
384 X 96

Cartesian grid

q

0.7824
0.4522
0.2319

0.79
0.96

q

0.8576
0.5482
0.2590

0.64
1.08

4.2.3. Analysis of the Magnitude of 8M

In this section we present numerical results which suggest
that the two-dimensional analogue of criterion (2. 18), i.e., that
the components of U,/,jl - Ufjl,rcf computed by the method
should be small compared to the corresponding components
of U7,il. ref - U7. j , is satisfied. We present two different measures
for determining if (2.18) is satisfied:
~ ..

m]=

lun+l,r -

UFf+I,rcf,rl

_=(I=,))~E_ffi~~I,j~____,~,j__~
~
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where m denotes the set of all mixed cells and fluid cell neighbors of mixed cells, and U' denotes the rth component of U.
The two measures can be considered LI and L-ro norms. (We
chose the measure (4.21) rather than a simple maximum proportion because that maximum could be arbitrarily large for arbitrarily small values of the two terms in the proportion.)
Figure 13 displays these measures as functions of time for
a computation on a uniform 240 X 200 grid of the problem
discussed in Section 4.2.1 and displayed in Fig. 7. The values
of ml for p, pu, and pv are small and show linear growth in
time while the values for pE are somewhat larger, but still
small, and decay linearly in time. The linear growth is probably
due to the self-similar nature of the solution, i.e., the number
of cells for which vn+1 =;f Vn grows linearly in time. We lack
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FIG. 11. Density and pressures profiles along the fluid/body interface from
a computation of a Mach 10 flow past a 30° ramp . The ramp is represented
either wi(h reflecting wall boundary conditions (" 192 X 48.Retl ." " 768 X
192") or as a horizontal Cartesian grid fluid/body interface. (" 192 X 48 .Cart' ' ).
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FIG. 12. Density and pressures profiles along the fluid/body interface from
a computation of a Mach 10 flow past a 30° ramp. The ramp is represented
either as a reflecting wall ("Reflecting Wall") or as an inclined Cartesian
fluid/body interface (" Inclined Ramp").
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FIG. 13. Values of ml (top) and mOl (bottom) from a computation of a
Mach 10 flow past a 30° ramp on a 240 X 200 unifonn grid in which the
ramp is represented as an inclined Cartesian fluid/body interface as in Fig. 7.

an explanation why the value for pE should decay linearly. The
values of m", are all approximately 0(1) at large tirne~ all
these values are attained in the vicinity of the Mach stem. We
conclude for this calculation that (2.18) is satisfied in an Ll
sense but not in an Lcx> sense.

The third example is the computation of an axisymmetric
flow, Moo = 1.597, past a cone with a semi-apex angle of 9.5°.
The initial conditions are those of an impulsive start, i.e., M =
1.597 throughout the domain. The flow is calculated using
the cylindrical coordinates fonnulation of the Cartesian grid
algorithm. The computation used a base grid of 192 X 96 cells
and adaptive mesh refinement with a single level of finer grids
so that the effective resolution is 768 X 384 cells. For the sake
of discussion the domain is 128 by 64 units, the base of the
cone has a radius of 6.86 units, and the upstream values of
pressure and density, poo and poo, are 1.0 and 1.4, respectively.
The apex angle is such that the leading part of the cone is
represented entirely by mixed cells; the first body cell is located
I .083 units downstream of the cone vertex .
Figure 14 depicts the density field at t = 206.1. The coarse
and fine grids are shown again as boxes. Thirty density contours
are shown. The density ranges from a minimum of O.13p'Xl in
the vortex adjacent to the base to a maximum of 1.27 p:o near
the z-axis just downstream from the recompression shock. The
results of the calculation appear to compare favorably with
the schlieren photograph of experimental results for the same
configuration shown in Kopal [38]. However, the computed
flow in the wake region is not as complex as the wake flow
observed experimentally because the computation is axially
symmetric and, hence, three-dimensional effects are not represented.
In Fig. 15, we examine the density more closely at several
axial locations along the cone at t
206.1. z is the distance
downstream from the cone vertex; r is the distance from the
cone centerline. At each axial location, values are plotted up
to and including the mixed cell adjacent to the body. We recall
that a conical shock weakens as one moves away from the
center of the disturbance. Hence we expect to see monotonically
decreasing profiles in density. We do at the first axial location.
At the second location, which corresponds to the computational
cell just upstream from the first full body cell in the cone, we
see a large undershoot near the centerline. The undershoot spans
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field, one axial and three off-axis, are shown. The centers of
the cells in the four sJices are, respectively, 0.7917, 0.5417,
0.2917, and 0.04167 units off-axis (note that the width of a
cell at the finest level is 0.08333 units). The jaggedness of
the boundary of the cone is an artifact of the graphics which
represents mixed cells as full cells. The three sizes of raster
cells correspond to the sizes of the computational cells used in
the different levels of refinement. The color map used in the
figure is a linear grey scale. The density ranges from a minimum
of 0.20p", (shown as black) in the wake region to 1.19prr (white)
on the surface of the cone near the base. The computed density
at the nose tip is approximately 0.8p",.
The development of the flow in time is shown in Fig. 17
through a sequence of raster plots of the density in an axial
longitudinal slice of the flow. The individual plots correspond
to times t
7.5,22.5, 37.5, and 54, The color map is a grey
scale modified to show more detail at the lower end of the
range. (For comparison, the bottom left plot corresponds to the
bottom right plot in Fig. 16.) The density ranges from 0.17 pc<>
to 1.20poo. The late time calculated results in the axiallongitudinal slice show qualitative visual agreement with the schlieren
photograph of the experimental results using the same configuration reported in Shapiro [62].
In Fig. 18, we examine the density more closely in several
vertical slices of an axial longitudinal slice at t
45. x is the
distance downstream from the cone vertex; y is the distance
from the cone-cylinder centerline. At each axial location, values
are plotted up to and including the mixed cell adjacent to the
body. As in the axisymmetric calculation discussed in Section
4.3, we expect to see monotonically decreasing profiles in density. We do at the first two axial locations. At the third location,
which corresponds to the computational cell just upstream from
the first full body cell in the cone, we see a dramatic undershoot
near the centerline. The undershoot spans two computational
cells. This third location is the location of maximum undershoot
along the cone surface. As we move further downstream, the
undershoot continues to persist over the two computational
celJs nearest the fluid-body boundary although its magnitude
lessens. As in the case of the axisymmetric calculation in Section 4.3, the size of the undershoot is consistent with an explanat.ion that it is a wall heating enor [51. 48]. The last position
shown is just upstream from the base of the cone. Downstream
of that location the density should be monotonically increasing
in the vicinity of the boundary due to the presence of a rarefaction. Hence, separating numerical artifacts from the solution is
more difficult along the surface of the cylinder and we do not
attempt to do so.
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FIG. 15. Density at late lime at several axial locations for the Mach 1.597
axisymmetric flow past a cone with a semi-apex angle of 9.5°, z is the distance
downstream from the cone veI1ex; r is the distance from the cone centerline.

two computational cells (note that the cell width is 0.16667
units). This second location is the location of maximum undershoot along the cone surface. As we move further downstream,
the undershoot continues to persist over the two computational
cells nearest the fluid-body boundary although its magnitude
lessens. The last position shown is just upstream from the base
of the cone. The magnitude of the density undershoot appears
to be consistent with an explanation that the undershoot is
a wall heating error [51, 48] due to the underlying shockcapturing method.

4.4. Three-Dimensional Flow Past a Cone-Cylinder
The last example is a three-dimensional flow, Moo = 2.33,
past a cone-cylinder with a semi-apex angle of 8.58°. The initial
conditions are those of an impulsive start. The cone is given a
pitch of 0.06° and a yaw of 0.03 0 in order to eliminate both
planes of symmetry. The computation used a base grid of 36 X
12 X 12 and adaptive mesh refinement with two refinements
of 2 and 4 so that the effective resolution is 288 X 96 X 96.
For the sake of discussion the domain is 24 X 7 X 7 units, the
base of the cylinder is 1.8 units in diameter, and the upstream
value of p is pXJ = 1.4. The vertex of the cone is aligned
with a grid line so that the surface normals are unambiguously
defined. The apex angle is such that the leading pan of the
cone is represented entirely by mixed cells; the first body cell
is located 0.792 units downstream of the cone vertex,
The density field of the flow at late time (t = 37.5) is shown
in Fig. 16. Four raster plots of longitudinal slices of the density
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have presented an explicit, adaptive Cartesian grid
method for calculating time-dependent inviscid compressible
flows in irregular domains. The methodology is applicable to
rectangular coordinates in two and three dimensions, as well
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FIG. 16.

Longitudinal slices of density field for a Mach 2.33 flow past a cone-cylinder with a semi-apex angle of 8.58°.

as cylindrical coordinates in two dimensions. We believe a
strength of our approach is that the implementation of both the
single grid scheme and the modifications to the AMR algorithm
in three space dimensions or cylindrical coordinates presents
little additional complexity over the implementation in twogimensional rectangular coordinates. Some of the numerical
results (Section 4.1) suggest that the method may be globally
second-order accurate and first-order accurate at the boundary
in smooth flows.
We describe both a single grid algorithm and a coupling of
that algorithm to an adaptive mesh refinement scheme. The
single grid algorithm (Section 2.2) uses the higher order Godunov method [22, 61] (Section 2.3) to which it is equivalent
away from the fluid-body interface. A variation (Section 2.6)

of the redistribution algorithm in [15J enables the algorithm to
remain stable using the fuJI cell time step even in the presence
of arbitrarily small cells. The single grid algorithm is coupled
to an extension of the adaptive mesh refinement algorithm of
Bell et al. [3) modified so that conservation is maintained in
the presence of geometrically irregular boundaries (Section 3).
We have used the algorithm to calculate two- and threedimensional flows (Section 4). The results show that the algorithm is an effective means of calculating inviscid compressible
flows in irregular domains as long 'as the lower resolution of
effects at the fluid-body interface is acceptable. The numerical
results for a Prandtl-Meyer expansion problem (Section 4.1)
suggest that for smooth flows the method is globally secondorder accurate and first-order accurate at the fluid-body bound-

FIG. 17. Time sequence of density field slice for a Mach 2.33 flow past a cone-cylinder with a semi-apex angle of 8.58
22.5, 37.5, and 54 corresponding to top left and right. and bottom left and right.
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FIG. 18. Density at late time at several axial locations in axial longitudinal
slice for the Mach 2.33 flow past a cone-cylinder with a semi-apex angle of
8.58°. x is the distance downstream from the cone vertex; y is the distance
from the cone-cylinder centerline .

ary. The method of computing the reference state (Section 2.4)
is an important factor in attaining reasonable numerical results,
since poor choices for the reference state can clearly result
in gross inaccuracies (Section 2.4.2). In two other examples
(Sections 4.3,4.4) the method computes a numerical boundary
layer in that the density is underestimated along portions of
the fluid-body interface. The amount by which the density is
underestimated in these two examples is consistent with an
explanation that the undershoot is a wall heating error [51, 48]
arising because the underlying higher order Godunov method
is a shock-capturing scheme with inherent numerical viscosity.
Our methodology can be extended to different basic integration schemes. Although we present the single grid algorithm
as being built upon the higher order Godunov method in [22],
the method can in fact be used in conjunction with any reasonable shock-capturing difference scheme on regular grids for
hyperbolic conservation laws as long a the alternate scheme
has some mechanism for generatlng a flux at a fluid-body
interface, i.e., in the case of gas dynamics, a pressure. A representative, but far from exhaustive list of these methodologies
includes FCT [13], ENO [32J, the Roe scheme [59], and
MUSCL [64]. Vee [67] gives a very thorough discussion of
modem shock-capturing schemes. The Cartesian grid extensions to adaptive mesh refinement techniques, on the other
hand, are very specific to the approach in [8], although not
specific to the use of any particular underlying shock capturing scheme.

The authors are currently pursuing several areas of research
in Cartesian grid methods. We are developing an interface
between the code implementing the algorithms described in
this paper and a commercial CAD/CAM package so that the
volume and area fraction data needed by the code can be produced from a CAD/CAM description of the problem geometry.
The algorithm in this paper is also the basis for a code that
simulates a pulse combustor [45]. An implementation of a
compressible Navier-Stokes version of the algorithm is in progress as well. There are also investigations [1] in developing
Cartesian grid algorithms for incompressible flow using higher
order projection methods [18, 4]. We are also extending the
methodology to multifluid flows [31] using a formulation in
which the base integration scheme is an operator-split Godunov
scheme rather than the unsplit scheme of [22, 61]. This fonnulation also uses a simple extension for non-homogeneous hyperbolic systems. Finally, we are working on an implementation
of the algorithm that overcomes the current limitations on geometric complexity (Sections 2.1, 2.4.1, 2.6.1), in particular,
the inability to handle long thin sections of body. The new
implementation uses domain-cut techniques similar to those
employed in the TRANAIR code [68]. In this approach, each
computational cell intersected by the fluid-body boundary is
divided into one or more regions, one for each truly separate
region of the fluid intersected by the cell. Each region has its
own fluid state, geometry, and a list of the cells in the domains
of influence and dependence of the region.
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